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“Tourism profits
from the EU, the
freedom to travel
and the euro.”
Michael Frenzel
President of German
tourism industry
federation BTW

S EEING T HE FUT UR E

ITB puts on its
hi-tech goggles
Technology is bigger than ever at the
show this year with more stands and
a debut VR Lab to show off innovations
in virtual and augmented reality.
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Tourism shall overcome
POPULISM | Travel
will build bridges at a
time of political
volatility, leaders say.
PAUL NEEDHAM

Tourism chiefs remain optimistic
about prospects for this year despite
international challenges such as
slowing economic growth, Brexit and
populism in Europe. They predict
moderate growth for the travel industry in 2019 after breaking new visitor

records last year. Worldwide international tourist arrivals rose six per
cent to 1.4 billion in 2018, according
to UNWTO figures.
But politics loomed large at the
ITB opening press conference yesterday. Michael Frenzel, chairman of
German tourism industry federation
BTW, highlighted the achievements
of the EU ahead of the European
elections in May. “Tourism, even
more than other industries, profits
from the EU, from the freedom to
travel and from the euro. We need to
protect and secure these achievements,” he declared. Norbert Fiebig,
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president of German travel industry
association DRV, played down the
potential impact on the travel sector
of the UK’s scheduled exit from the
EU at the end of March . “We don’t
know yet whether it will be a hard or
a soft Brexit. But the EU has made
preparations with transition rules.
We expect flights to continue as
before. Nothing will stop people’s
summer holidays,” he said.
Fiebig added that the German travel
industry will shortly launch a “Yes to
world openness” campaign to counter “populist and anti-foreigner”
trends around the world.

No wind yet in
German sales
Summer holiday bookings dropped nine
per cent in January but industry bosses
are still hopeful there will be a recovery
later in the season.
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NAT UR AL NO R DICS

Scandinavians
taste success
Nordic countries welcomed more
tourists last year, and Sweden hopes
for even better in 2019 by promoting
DIY meals in the woods.
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THAI CUISINE: EXOTIC TASTES
WITH UNLIMITED TWISTS
From humble street food to fancy restaurants, from tried and tested to trendy
and new: Thailand means “good food” in any language.
That Thailand has become synonymous with great food is shown in the latest
Michelin Guide for Bangkok, Phuket and Phang-Nga. The 2019 edition includes
217 recommended dining locations making Thailand a can‘t miss culinary destination. 27 restaurants – ten more than last year – were awarded one star. Among
them are 13 specializing in Thai food. Four restaurants in Bangkok even received a
two-star rating. Joining Gaggan, Le Normandie, and Mezzaluna, modern German
restaurant Sühring made the leap from one to two stars. Meanwhile, Bangkok’s
Raan Jay Fai which serves delicious seafood dishes has maintained a star in the
renowned gastronomic bible as the only street food vendor.
PIONEERING GREEN TRAVEL
Thailand is blessed with vast natural and scenic beauty. To protect it, Tourism
Authority Thailand has become a trailblazing advocate for responsible and sustainable tourism. One of the many green-minded prod
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up to 50 per cent by 2020. At 154 national parks around Thailand
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single-use plastics have already been banned. Other successful
TAT initiatives have led to the ban of smoking on 24 popular beaches or Thailand
becoming the first Asian country to join the global oceans clean-up eﬀort.
PROMOTING 55 HIDDEN GEMS
Tourists from around the globe know and love places such as Bangkok, Phuket or
Chiang Mai. Yet, Thailand has so much more to oﬀer. Which is why TAT is promoting 55 secondary destinations around the country. Among them are Buri Ram,
known for its passion for sports, Chiang Rai, a wellness hot spot, or beautiful Nong
Khai on the shore of the Mekong. The 55 cities and provinces oﬀer visitors new
experiences and unique insights by inviting them to
take part in local lifestyle, wisdom and activities. They
also serve as hubs to other places, including in the
neighbouring countries, with smooth and seamless
connectivity via the primary destinations.
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Your fvw editorial
team. Read the ITB
Daily on Thursday
and Friday as well.

100

billion euros is the value of the global
medical tourism industry, according to
Visa and Oxford Economics. The sector,
represented at ITB in Hall 21b, is tipped
to grow a further 25 per cent by 2025.

Dear
ITB Visitor

fvw is celebrating 20 years since the first ITB Daily in
Berlin this week. Over the last two decades we have seen
global travel and tourism grow dramatically and overcome
many different challenges and crises. This year is no
exception, with Brexit threatening to hit travel between the
UK and continental Europe over the coming months.
Industry leaders are right to stress how much travellers in
Europe benefit from the EU’s freedom of movement, borderfree travel in the Schengen area, and the advantages of a
single currency. It is time for more tourism executives to
speak out against the raising of barriers around the world.

Graciously Dusit by Caring People
Experience delightful service inspired by authentic Thai values at Dusit Hotels & Resorts worldwide.
With four distinctive brands to choose from, no detail goes unnoticed in our pursuit of hospitality perfection.
Bhutan • China • Egypt • Guam • Kenya • Maldives • Philippines • Thailand • U.A.E. • Vietnam

Upcoming destinations: Bahrain • Indonesia • Qatar • Singapore
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Tourism in 2018
World tourism increased six per cent to
1.4 billion international arrivals last year,
according to UNWTO figures. The Middle
East was the top-performing region, while
the lowest growth was in the Americas.

World

+6%

Europe

+6%

Americas

+3%
+6%

Asia
Middle East

+10%
Source: UNWTO
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Chinese travel
giants go global
Mega-travel companies from China
are starting to follow their customers
abroad. Learn the ambitious
expansion plans of key players like
Alibaba and Ctrip.
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Show sells out again
ITB | Exhibitor country numbers are down
slightly for 2019 but many destinations have
increased their floor space.

expanded by 20 per cent this year
and is now spread across three halls.
Payment technology providers in
particular are exhibiting in much
greater numbers.

AMON COHEN

Staying in the digital world, 2019
sees the debut of ITB VR Lab,
covering innovations in virtual and
augmented reality. Visitors will have
the opportunity to see how virtual
reality is set to transform tourism
marketing. Examples include virtual
travel brochures, 360-degree views
of hotel rooms and virtual tours
around city centres and cruise ships.

Virtually there.
ITB has launched
a new section at
the show to
cover virtual and
augmented
reality.

TUI

Hotel portfolio
gets big shake-up
TUI is dropping its Family Life and
Sensimar hotel brands and will convert
TUI Blue into its main global brand.
From summer 2020 there will be about
100 TUI Blue hotels, including former
Family Life and Sensimar properties.
“TUI is the leading international tourism brand. What we lacked was a hotel
brand with a global presence incorporating TUI in its name,” said TUI Group
CEO Fritz Joussen. TUI’s other hotel
brands are unaffected by the change.

W TTC

Global tourism
up 3.9 per cent
Travel and tourism grew 3.9 per cent to
contribute a record $8.8 trillion and
319 million jobs to the world economy
in 2018, according to the World Travel
& Tourism Council. The sector, which
represents one in ten jobs worldwide,
accounted for 10.4 per cent of all global
economic activity. Gloria Guevara,
WTTC President & CEO, said: “2018 was
another year of strong growth for travel
and tourism, reinforcing its role as a
driver of growth and job creation. For
the eighth consecutive year, our sector
outpaced the wider global economy.”

ITB is full once again for 2019. The
number of countries and regions
exhibiting at the show has dipped
from 186 last year to 181, but this
slight fall has been more than offset
by many of the 10,000 exhibitors
increasing their floor space. Among
destinations which have upped their

presence are Oman (named yesterday as the ITB partner country for
2020), Saudi Arabia, Dubai, India,
China, Egypt and Namibia.
Also growing is eTravelWorld, the
section of the show dedicated to
travel technology. eTravelWorld has

Another major growth area is
medical tourism, a market now
estimated to be worth $100 billion.
The medical tourism pavilion has
been expanded to reflect rising
interest in this sector. The related
topic of wellness holidays, meanwhile, features heavily in the 2019
ITB Berlin Convention, which runs
throughout the show. More than
400 speakers will take to the stage
during the convention, covering
topics as diverse as overtourism,
luxury travel and Brexit.

Germans flock to resurgent region
MIDDLE EAST | Destinations as diverse as Israel, Jordan and Qatar all
enjoyed a storming 2018, and parts of Africa are thriving too.
PAUL NEEDHAM

Burj-eoning
business. German
visitors to Dubai
climbed 12 per
cent in 2018.
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The departure of the UK from the
European Union is set to disrupt
everything from air traffic rights to
border controls. How will it affect
travel both into and out of Britain?
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What will Brexit
mean for you?

The Middle East is back in business
in the German marketplace with
strong growth for several destinations throughout the region, the
newly published fvw Destination
Ranking 2019 shows. Israel set new
records in 2018 with a 13.9 per cent
rise to 4.1 million international
visitors, including a 20 per cent
increase to 262,000 tourists from
Germany, thanks to additional
flights. Neighbouring Jordan posted
an even more impressive 31 per cent
rise to 44,000 German visitors.
Dubai, the region’s biggest destination, increased international visitor
numbers marginally to nearly 15.9
million. However, German arrivals
climbed 12 per cent to 567,000,
powered by increased flight numbers. Abu Dhabi also did well with

an eight per cent rise to 142,000
visitors from Germany. But the
emirate of Ras Al Khaimah, which
is promoting itself as an alternative
beach destination, saw German
tourist numbers fall for the second
year in a row, although it registered
strong overall growth. Meanwhile,
nearby Qatar’s marketing investments paid off handosmely as German visitor numbers soared 43 per
cent to 63,000.
In Africa, Kenya made a spectacular comeback as German visitor
numbers surged 59 per cent to
78,000. In contrast, South Africa
weakened in the German market,
dropping 2.1 per cent to 324,000
visitors following the drought in
Cape Town. Namibia was flat, with
124,000 tourists from Germany.

BE Y O N D T H E D U N E S
A N D A L L I M A G I N AT I O N
y o u d i s c o v e r a n A r a b i a n t re a s u re
with glistening pools,
nestled in the golden sands.
This hidden palace invites you
t o c o u n t l e s s a d v e n t u re s ,
e n d l e s s re l a x a t i o n
a n d u n f o rg e t t a b l e i n d u l g e n c e .
But what to do first?
I t d o e s n ’ t re a l l y m a t t e r
when you have it all
a t y o u r f i n g e rt i p s .

ITB Berlin – Hall 2.2 / Stand 200

Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara
#InAbuDhabi

visitabudhabi.ae
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Turkish delight. Bookings soar
58 per cent as others struggle.

Minister sets bold
30 million target
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ITB official country partner Malaysia
aims to draw 30 million visitors by
2020 after recording 25.8 million
international arrivals in 2018. The
country is positioning itself as a valuefor-money destination and heavily
promoting its eco-tourism attractions,
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Natural state. Malaysia
is promoting its
unspoiled coastlines.

including birdwatching tours and
heritage trails. “We want to show
Malaysia is a beautiful and culturally
diverse country with many fascinating
tourist attractions,” tourism minister
Datuk Mohammadin bin Ketapi told the
ITB opening press conference.
German visitor numbers to Malaysia
soared 17 per cent to 129,000 in 2018.

Germans delay
summer booking
Holiday sales dropped nine per cent in
January but industry leaders remain hopeful.
PAUL NEEDHAM

Germans are booking their summer
holidays late this year. Combined
travel agency and online sales of
summer 2019 holidays dropped nine

per cent year-on-year in January,
leaving cumulative sales since
November down two per cent,
according to figures from market

research company GfK. Data from
reservations company Amadeus
Leisure IT (formerly Traveltainment) showed overall revenues for
the ten largest destination airports
fell ten per cent in the same month.
“The industry faces a challenging
year,” admitted Norbert Fiebig,
president of the German travel
association DRV.
But Fiebig still hopes for “low
single-digit” revenue growth in 2019.
“The good previous year figures are
impacting on current booking
levels,” he said. “But early booking
offers are still running and we are
expecting sales to start picking up
over the next few weeks.”
Demand is so far being driven by
Turkey, for which sales are up a
remarkable 58 per cent, according
to GfK. Egypt is also growing at a
double-digit rate, while Tunisia is
up by a high single-digit percentage
and bookings are increasing again
for the USA. In contrast, bookings
for Western Mediterranean destinations, including Spain, are down
more than ten per cent.

hear

om rugged rainforest-covered mountains, to spectacular waterfalls, pristine beaches, and
ntastic underwater caves, Samoa has it all. And the friendly Samoans are only too happy to
are their 3,000-year-old home with you. Beautiful Samoa awaits...
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German visitors increased by the
same rate to 3.2 million. This year,
Sweden is spotlighting its healthy
cuisine under the slogan The Edible
Country. Tourists can book a do-ityourself gourmet meal in the woods
where they gather ingredients, prepare their own dishes and enjoy a
unique outdoor meal.
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Smoke on the daughter. Visitors
to Sweden can forage and cook
their own meals.

NORDICS | Scandinavia, Finland and Iceland
are all looking to build on a successful 2018,
with plans including DIY alfresco dining.
PAUL NEEDHAM

Nordic countries enjoyed another
excellent year in 2018 as visitors
flocked to experience the region’s
mix of natural and cultural attractions. Denmark remained the most
popular destination, with 27.4 million overnight stays by international
visitors in 2018, a three per cent rise
on 2017. The dominant German
source market performed well once

again, with a 2.8 per cent increase
to 15.5 million overnights. Most of
those visitors head for coastal holiday homes, which means Denmark
competes more with the coastal
regions of Germany than with its
Scandinavian neighbours. Sweden
also had a good 2018, with a 3.2 per
cent rise to 16.8 million international overnight stays. Stays by

Neighbour Norway continued to
draw more German tourists too,
with overnight stays up by 6.1 per
cent to 1.8 million, although overall
international growth slowed to a 1.8
per rise to 10.1 million overnight
stays. Similarly, Finland hit a new
record last year. International visitor numbers climbed 2.4 per cent
to 3.2 million. Germany, which
increased 3.2 per cent to more than
300,000 visitors, remained the
second-largest source market for the
Finns behind Russia.
The big exception to the overall
story of German visitor growth was
Iceland. The country’s tourism
numbers have boomed dramatically
in recent years, generating fears of
overtourism in some parts of the
island, but the number of German
arrivals dropped ten per cent in
2018 to below 140,000 on account of
soaring hotel prices. However, this
fall was more than compensated by
other markets, as total international
visitor numbers rose five per cent
to 2.3 million.
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Welcome to the
slow-grow show

The old ways are best. Italy
markets lesser-known sights.

Italy is launching a Year of Slow Travel
campaign to promote its picturesque
small towns and villages and lure
tourists away from its often overcrowded world-famous destinations.
Venice, for example, will introduce a
visitor charge this year. The slow travel
campaign fits neatly with the decision
to name the little-known southern town
of Matera, with its unique cave dwellings, as European Capital of Culture for
2019. Overall visitor numbers to Italy
increased only slightly last year.

SW ITZERLAND

H 117/101

Swiss on the trail
for more walkers
Switzerland is putting long-distance
hiking at the centre of its marketing
efforts this year, promoting a range of
trails for beginners and experienced
walkers alike. The Alpine nation
enjoyed a successful 2018, with
international overnight stays rising four
per cent to 21 million. German stays
climbed three per cent to 3.9 million.
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Northern lights shine
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Holiday firms fly high
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Culture boosts
visitor numbers
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Better for
Valletta. Malta
is booming.

Malta is celebrating after record numbers of tourists came to visit Valletta as
European Capital of Culture in 2018.
The smallest member state in the EU
welcomed 2.6 million international
visitors, 14 per cent more than in 2017,
and overnight stays rose nearly 13 per
cent to more than 18 million. Malta is
following up this year with an array of
music festivals, from baroque to jazz,
and a new national art museum.

CROATIA
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Game of Thrones
destination thrives
Croatia will continue investing in its
tourism infrastructure this year to cash
in on the popularity of Dubrovnik,
made famous worldwide as a setting
for the cult Game of Thrones series.
Public and private investors will spend
about 600 million euros on hotels,
marinas, campsites and attractions
across the country. German visitor
numbers rose by five per cent to nearly
2.9 million last year.

GERMAN TOUR
OPERATORS | 2018
proved a bumper
year, new research
from fvw shows.
PAUL NEEDHAM

The German tour operator market
performed well last year and the
success was shared among most of
its market leaders, according to the
newly published fvw Tour Operators Dossier 2019. The 54 tour
operators covered by the market
research study increased their overall revenue in Germany, Switzerland and Austria by 8.3 per cent to
27.5 billion euros for the 12 months
to October 2018. The dossier covers
all three German-speaking markets
as some major companies only provided figures on a combined basis.
In Germany alone, tour operators
grew an estimated eight per cent to
turnover of 23.4 billion euros. The
strong growth was driven by the
continued recovery of destinations
such as Turkey, Egypt and Tunisia.
Market leader TUI increased revenues in Germany by 7.4 per cent to
5.05 billion euros, while customer
numbers rose seven per cent to 6.5
million, according to fvw estimates.

THE BUSINESS
PORTAL OF
TOURISM

But Thomas Cook Germany underperformed its rivals, with an estimated 4.7 per cent rise to turnover of
3.8 billion euros and 6.9 million
customers. DER Touristik’s tour
operator revenues dropped for the
third year in a row, with a 1.2 per
cent fall in German turnover to 2.65
billion euros on an estimated 5.9
per cent fall in customer numbers to
4.9 million.
The biggest winner last year was
once again the FTI Group, which
recorded strong double-digit
growth. FTI increased tour operator
turnover in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland combined by 13.7 per

Brandnew!

cent to 2.9 billion euros as customer
numbers soared 11.8 per cent to 4.75
million. Alltours again generated
solid growth, with regional turnover
up 3.9 per cent to 1.4 billion euros.
Customers rose four per cent to 1.7
million. Schauinsland, meanwhile,
returned to double-digit growth
after two weak years. Its regional
turnover surged 3.6 per cent to 1.3
billion euros as customer numbers
rose 12.6 per cent to 1.6 million. The
fvw Tour Operators Dossier 2019,
with detailed tables and graphics
showing market share and size, can
be ordered for 49 euros from
www.shop.fvw.de or by e-mailing
aboservice@fvw.de.

fvw.com
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TRULY ENJOY
GUANGDONG
Chinas aufstrebende Metropolregion wächst zusammen: Am Perlflussdelta bildet die Provinz Guangdong
gemeinsam mit den Sonderverwaltungszonen Hongkong und Macao die Greater Bay Area. Dank der neuen
Seebrücke zwischen Hongkong, Macao und Zhuhai und der neuen Hochgeschwindigkeitsbahn zwischen
Guangzhou, Shenzhen und Hongkong eröffnen sich Gästen der Region neue Möglichkeiten. Drei völlig
verschiedene und doch eng miteinander verwobene Ziele, die mit Kultur- und Naturerlebnissen begeistern.

Gelegen an der Küste des Südchinesischen Meeres, gegenüber von Hongkong und Macao, ist die Provinz Guangdong
kultureller und wirtschaftlicher Hotspot Chinas. Die dynamische Hauptstadt Guangzhou blickt auf eine 2200 Jahre
alte Geschichte zurück und ist ein Hort der Lingnan-Kultur. Die Berge und Strände rund um Shenzhen bilden eine
pittoreske Kulisse für den wohl größten Golfplatz der Welt. Das neben Macao liegende Zhuhai wächst wirtschaftlich
rasant, ist aber auch für seine idyllische Inselwelt und malerischen Vorstädte bekannt. Das kulturelle Foshan gilt mit
mehr als 400 Ensembles als Opernmetropole der Welt. Markante Berglandschaften und Felsformationen machen die
Region rund um Huizhou zu einem Eldorado für Naturliebhaber. Das oft als „Werkbank der Welt“ betitelte Dongguan ist mit romantischen Meerespanoramen und historischen Orten weit mehr als nur ein Wirtschaftsstandort.
Zhongshan ist die Heimat von Dr. Sun Yatsen – dem Gründer der Volksrepublik China. Die 2000 Diaolou-Wehrtürme
von Jiangmen sind einzigartig. Genau wie die malerischen, oft von Nebelschwaden umgebenen Sieben-SterneFelsen von Zhaoqing. Guangdong hat sich zu einem führenden Reisemarkt und -ziel gleichermaßen entwickelt,
dessen Tourismusbranche in China und der gesamten Asien-Pazifik-Region Maßstäbe setzt.
Mehr Informationen: en.visitgd.com
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ITB map of the world
GLOBAL ATTRACTIONS | Our special first-day graphic tells
you what’s new, what’s hot, who’s moved and who hasn’t come
back to Berlin for the 2019 show.
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St Helena
Eswatini
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“SUSTAINABILITY IS EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY”
In the years ahead, we will emphasise on the promotion of ‘Responsible
Tourism’, which is another shade of Thai tourism that is in line with our
ongoing marketing communications concept ‘Open to the New Shades.’
Due to our unique geographical location, at the crossroads of Asia and
within a few hours flying distance of some of Asia’s populous cities,
there is an influx of new routes coming to our country every year either
by air, car, sea and soon enough more by rail. The key will be to manage
those numbers. So, we are striving to reduce tourist congestion in the
main hubs by promoting emerging provincial destinations, upgrading
the standards of safety and security, and lifting a higher level of
environmental consciousness across the entire industry.
Overall, we are directing
the future path of our
industry in line with
the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
Thailand is known all
over the world for its
superb tourism products
and services, as well
as the friendliness and
hospitality of its people.
We now have to better
balance quantity versus
quality, and deeply
focus on improving the
management. This will
be our agenda to move
forward.

H.E. Weerasak Kowsurat,
Minister of Tourism and
Sports Direction
of Thailand’s Tourism
industry in 2019

To action this strategy, this year, we are undertaking a range of
environmental initiatives in different industry and economic sectors.
The over-arching theme is ‚Responsible Tourism’ designed to minimise
the threat of over tourism.
Responsible tourism plays a pivotal role in conserving nature for future
generations, and sustainability is everyone’s responsibility. While Thai
people will be encouraged to ensure the beauty of our natural and
cultural heritages, visitors will be inspired to travel more responsibly
and respect Thailand’s nature and culture.
In its ongoing mission to build on and further enhance the practice of
sustainable and responsible tourism, the Tourism Authority of Thailand
has launched a series of programmes and campaigns in cooperation with
numerous public and private sector partners. Here are some of the
activities, projects and campaigns. For example, for almost two years,
the ‘Upcycling the Oceans’ has still continued as a result of the
collaboration between TAT, the PTT Global Chemical Public Company
Limited (PTTGC) and the Ecoalf Foundation. After the plastic debris is
collected in the ocean, it will be transformed into thread to make fabric;
such as, shirts, bags, and shoes. TAT’s initial target areas under the
‘Upcycling the Oceans, Thailand’ include the East coast of Thailand
(Ko Samet, Rayong); the Gulf of Thailand (Ko Tao, Surat Thani), and
the Andaman Sea (Phuket).
There is another initiative to promote responsible tourism in the country;
such as, the Seasons documentary. For more information, please visit:
www.tatnews.org/2019/02/tats-the-seasons-documentary-seriesinspires-responsible-tourism/
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